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Host Robert says:
Last week on PRISM Zeta the team suffered some setbacks.  Hopefully they can recover and complete the mission.

Host Robert says:
################## Resume PRISM Zeta #############

Ent_Kalla says:
::Walking to her office, thinking.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::In his quarters, hoping something else doesn't ruin his rest, looks around to make sure no fires have started or anything, then goes to rest.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Takes a plate of Gagh back to the kitchen. Didn't know there were 6 or 7 different kinds! Sheesh!::

Friend_Taylor says:
::Exits the washroom and joins Mac in the Lounge.::

Gorah says:
::Moves swiftly to recreation deck of game, going to show taken ID to Gigas.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Is waiting for the waiter to return, so he can order another drink.::

Ginger says:
::Taking a bath in the suite and singing.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::In the turbolift, next to the safe, which is next to Randy, heading up to deck 3.::

Wife_McCellan says:
::Still on the recreation deck watching the goings-on.::

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: So how are things with you? ::Looks down at the safe wondering what’s inside.:: Should I take a peak? ::Giggles.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Cook: Table seven wants the Gagh with feet. Feet?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Lies down on his back, rubbing his eyes, trying to ignore Ginger's singing.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::On deck 6 just leaving.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
<Cook> Hawkes: Oh, the feet huh? Coming right up.

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Hey, waiting for another drink?

Gorah says:
::Sees Gigas is no longer there, heads to VIP quarters instead.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: I think I need to get a new set of vertebrae, but besides that, I'm good.

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out his tools and checks the safe with a passive probe.:: Self: Got to be careful.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: If you're up to bending your back to get down to the safe, be my guest.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Looks up.:: Taylor: Yep, a scotch, no ice and real alcohol, no synthetic stuff.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Arrives at her office, enters.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Takes the squirming plate of Gagh back to table 7.::

Ginger says:
::Finishes up... changing into a blue pants suite with a short sleeve tank top and hits a high note.::

Gorah says:
::Enters the suite.::

Friend_Taylor says:
::Sits down.:: Mac: I better have one then.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Notes down the results of the poker game.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Probes a bit closer to the safe.:: Self: Hmm.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Sits up as Gorah enters.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Brings Taylor and Mac their drinks... waits for a tip.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::Heads up to the dining area where Hawkes is.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Starts an active scan of the safe.:: Self: Lets see what we can see inside...  ::Turns to Endo.:: Endo: If we can, that is...

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Gets a sad look on his face.:: Taylor: I'm kinda feeling down at the present moment.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: And where did you get off to?

Ginger says:
::Comes out of the bathroom with a towel on head and smiles.:: All: I feel better now.

Friend_Taylor says:
::Slips the waiter a slip of latinum.::

Gorah says:
::Inside suite, goes to computer and scans the taken ID, initiates search through directories of penal colony system to see if Todd Richmond is a member of that system.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Of course...

Ent_Kalla says:
::Exits her office to head for the dining area.::

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Why?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks over at Ginger for a moment and smiles, turns back to Gorah.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Thank you sir! Enjoy your drinks. ::Moves on to another table.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Stands up, walks over to Gorah.:: Gorah: What are you doing?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Looks at the waiter.:: Hawkes: Here's your tip, watch your back.

Gorah says:
Gigas: I went to check on Ginger earlier, and she was having problems with this guy in a turbolift.

Gorah says:
:;Shows the id to Gigas.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: I am checking to see if he is who he said he was.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks at the ID.:: Gorah: Hrhm. ::Turns to Ginger.:: Ginger: Are you all right?

Ent_Kalla says:
::Enters a turbolift and goes to the dining area.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Looks closer at the locking mechanism.:: Endo: Well... That didn't work!  ::Looks closer.:: Shoot! I'll require a retina, and probably a voice print too. ::Sighs and puts his tools away.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: Thank you sir! ::With snooty waiter sarcasm like "I've already heard that one buddy!"::

Ginger says:
Gigas: He acted funny... like one of those undercover guys on Rigel 4.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Laughs a bit.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: That could be arranged with a few tools and some time...

Gorah says:
Gigas: I am going to contact George, a former inmate of that penal colony to see if he remembers the guy.

Host CO_Wall says:
::Mulling over in his mind, can’t figure out why Richmond did what he did.::

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: Do you think we have time? ::Wonders.::

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: I think you've had enough. Tonight.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Looks back at Taylor.:: Taylor: My wife disappeared almost two months ago without a trace, and there is still no word from SFI about it.

Main_Corjet says:
~McCellan~: We have the safe... I was wondering if we should take a peak at what’s inside?

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Probably not enough, this turbolift is about to stop... I need at least half an hour to get this to work.

Main_Corjet says:
Self: We should have tried this down below.

Ginger says:
Gigas: You know... the ones, Kresky had shot in the head?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Ginger: Oh, I... see. Hmmm... just to be safe, stay here for now. Ok?

Wife_McCellan says:
~Corjet~: Can you do it without setting off the alarms?

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: Yes... ::Thinks a moment.::

Gorah says:
::Sends a message including a copy of ID to George through computer, though he knows it may be some time before George will respond.::

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Geez, I'm sorry. To hear.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: We can't be too incompetent, Randy. They'll suspect us if we take too long.

Main_Corjet says:
::Sighs.::

Ginger says:
::Dries hair off.:: Gigas: There might be more...

Main_Corjet says:
~McCellan~: I'm almost sure we can.  But it'll take time.

Gorah says:
Gigas: I wonder if you have a rival operator onboard trying to hurt you, there was an explosion in these quarters, Ginger was attacked then cornered in a turbolift.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Corjet~: And don't attract attention to yourselves, either.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: I may be able to help you.

Main_Corjet says:
::Turns to Endo with a giggle and grin.:: Endo: We could... Make this turbolift have a ::Giggles.:: problem!

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Frowns.:: Gorah: I hope not. That's the last thing I need.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: I don't try to think about it, besides we have a mission to do, and I'm not going to let it interfere with it. We gotta succeed.

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: How about if we go back down... Instead.

Gorah says:
::Waits for response from computer searches.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Oh... all right ::sigh:: and I would've been so good at causing a problem.

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: We better stay here for the time being, they have to eat sometime soon.  That is when we'll make our move.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Hits the stop button.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks around.:: Ginger, did my safe ever arrive? ::Looks around.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out his tools.:: TL: Deck 42.

Ginger says:
::Snuggles up to Gigas.:: Gigas: Honey... that man behind the bar... I think he’s another one of those weird law guys.

Ginger says:
Gigas: No...

Main_Corjet says:
::Goes to the control panel and sets it so that no one else can board their turbolift.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~All~: It could be of help that we have Mr C.'s fingerprints and voice recording.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Puts his arm around Ginger.:: Ginger: Don't worry about it. Just stay here with us, and you'll be safe. ::Winces as she says the safe never arrived.:: Ginger: Ah, ok.

Main_Corjet says:
::Hands some of his tools to Endo.:: Endo: Hold on to these.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: You’re right, I am a bit hungry. Hope, that waiter comes back soon.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Takes them and looks at them.:: Corjet: Sure...

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
*Ent Kalla* Mr. Director of Entertainment, I had ordered that my safe be delivered to my quarters some time ago... it is not here. What seems to be the problem?

Main_Corjet says:
~PRISM Computer~: Extract any voice print of Mr. Capivani.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Sees Taylor signal, and heads over to his table.:: Taylor: Was there something else, sir?

Ginger says:
Gigas: Man Merley never came either... the candy (weapons) is stored down below too... I think.

Ent_Kalla says:
~All~: I am afraid Mr C. is getting impatient.

Ent_Kalla says:
::The turbolift arrives and Kalla steps out in the dining area.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: We should check if the safe has been tampered with.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Waits for a response.:: *Ent Kalla* Hello?

Friend_Taylor says:
Waiter: I'll have a chicken with side of potatoes, and my friend here will have...

Ent_Kalla says:
*Mr Capivani* Sir, it is a very heavy safe, and my people are working on it at present.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks at Gorah.:: Gorah: Do you think someone has tampered with the safe?

Host CO_Wall says:
::Arrives in the dining area, he proceeds to clean the decorative mirrors aligning the wall.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Looks at the waiter.:: Hawkes: Yes, Mr. Hawkes, I'd like a steak medium rare with a bake potato along with carrots and corn and a glass of iced tea... Very tall.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Writes down Taylor's order and nods::

Main_Corjet says:
::Goes to the safe with his PADD and tools.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Rolls eyes.:: *Ent Kalla* It is not THAT heavy of a safe. You could have had it beamed here...

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: How much time do you think we'll have before Capivani gets suspicious?

Gorah says:
Gigas: I would have to wonder since even a heavy safe can be moved using modern technology.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Writes down Mac's order.::

Ent_Kalla says:
*Mr Capivani* Sir, I am sure you will appreciate the care my people are taking with your safe.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Rubs Ginger's shoulder as he holds her, lost in thought.::

Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: Can we get a retina scan? ::Thinks this will be very hard.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: How are you progressing?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac/Taylor: Alright, that's... ::Reads back the orders.:: ...That'll be right up sirs.

Ginger says:
::Sighs.:: Gigas: I don't like this!

Wife_McCellan says:
::Exits the recreation deck and heads to the turbolift.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
*Ent Kalla* From the sound of it... your people aren't being careful, they're just lazy. It's been over an hour. ::Cuts transmission.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Notices Wall, and walks over.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Let me look at the retinal scanner...

Main_Corjet says:
~Kalla~: I'm having a bit of a problem here.  ::Sighs.:: How much time do you think we have?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Finishes off his scotch.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Wall: Are you here for the broken glass? It's over by the bar.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: From the sound of it - none.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: You had better deliver it to Mr C. now. You or the CO can gain access later, when he is not there.

Main_Corjet says:
::While looking to Endo.:: ~Kalla~: Aye... We’re heading back to his suite. ::Puts his tools away.::

Gorah says:
::Reads from computer that all searches through penal colony staff directories shows negative.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: Prepare for some bad temper.

Host CO_Wall says:
Hawkes: Yes thanks, these mirrors needed going over. I was heading over next. Anything, Mr. Hawkes?

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Nods, hits the stop button again.:: TL: Deck 3.

Host Robert says:
Action: Corjet gets the necessary equipment to begin cracking the safe.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
CO: Nope, nothing but glass.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
~ALL~: I have a voice imprint of Gigas on my PADD when I was in the card game.

Main_Corjet says:
~PRISM Computer~: Are there any recordings of anyone in Mr. Capivani’s suite?

Gorah says:
Gigas, Ginger: That guy in the turbolift, Richmond, shows up on no staff directories in the penal colonies, even though that is what his ID said.

Host CO_Wall says:
Hawkes: ::Nods.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Makes sure that everything looks normal with the safe.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Takes out her personal padd and checks it for arrangements that might be of interest to Capivani.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~CO~: And I guess Ginger is suspicious of me... though I don't know why. Figure I'll just still be a waiter though. Best option.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Gets out a hypo and applies it to Randy and himself.:: Randy: This will increase our metabolic rate, it'll look like we were huffing and puffing.

Wife_McCellan says:
::Heads into the dining hall.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::He walks over to near the bar to clean up the broken glass.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~CO~: Would it be possible to fake an alarm of some kind - a drill maybe to get Capivani and company out of the suite?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Comes out of his thoughts to hear Gorah, sighs.:: Gorah: So... I might have a rival onboard trying to off me...  AGAIN?!?

Ginger says:
::Gets nervous.:: Gorah: Then... then... he was a hider type person... oh... can we go home, please?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~CO~: For what it's worth, there's probably a finger print and DNA on the broken glass though. And maybe any residue of anything she may have been in contact with... if she's had any contact with Biogen tech.

Main_Corjet says:
~MacPherson-Quest~: Thanks.  Save it please.  We might be able to use it next time.

Gorah says:
Gigas: A rotten assassin might attempt to plant explosives on the safe.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: I will see.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
~Corjet~: Not to worry it's safe, very safe.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Walks back to Taylor and Mac's table with their orders.::

Ginger says:
Gigas: ...and Merley left me a new ring in there too.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Takes Ginger over  to a chair and sits her down.:: Ginger: Don't worry, nothing's going to happen ... not if I can help it.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Hawkes~: Very well, I will take this glass back to my quarters, I will analyze it tonight.

Wife_McCellan says:
::Takes a seat at a table near the windows.::

Main_Corjet says:
~PRISM Computer~: Download everything necessary to my PADD to open Mr. Capivani’s safe.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Gets an idea.:: *Mr C* I was wondering if you would be interested in a tour of the ship?

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Do you think you'll be able to get it open before we get to deck 3?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~CO~: Good luck sir. It's a pretty slim lead... but it's all I can give you for now.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Hawkes: Thank you. ::Hands him a latinum.::

Ginger says:
::Folds her arms and looks around the room.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: We need to be very careful who we talk to and what we talk about if an assassin is on board.

Friend_Taylor says:
Waiter: Thank you.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: Looks good. ::Smiles.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: Thank you sir! Most generous! Everything taste all right?

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out his tools again. Sighs and hands the rest to Endo.:: Endo: Here... Geez... Am I messing up or what?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: You're welcome sir.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Hawkes~: This is good, your are being thorough.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: No... I don't feel like hiding anymore. Let's get to the bottom of this. Was this Richmond guy with anyone else on board?

Main_Corjet says:
::Starts to crack the safe.:: Self: Have to be careful. ::Stops breathing as he works.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: You're doing ok... just be thankful I'm not trying to open this thing.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Hawkes: Let me take a bite. ::Cuts a piece of juicy steak and takes the bite into his mouth.:: Mmm, oh yes, very good.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: I'll pass that on to the Chef sir.

Main_Corjet says:
::Chuckles a bit, and continues.::

Host Robert says:
Action: The first green unlock light on the safe comes on.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Walks over to Wife McCellan.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Notices Randy's face start to turn red from the metabolic stimulator.::

Wife_McCellan says:
::Sees Kalla.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::Putting gloves on, he picks up the pieces of broken glass and leaves the dining area and leaves the deck.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: His ID says he was married to a woman named McCellan.

Main_Corjet says:
::Continues with all of his engineering skills to open up the safe as quickly as he can.:: Endo: One down!

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife~: I am trying to get Mr. C. interested in a tour of the ship. Would you join us?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: McCellan, eh? Find he, ask her a few questions. Chances are she may be an assassin as well, so be careful.

Host Robert says:
Action: The second green light comes on.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: So how is your dinner?

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Crosses his fingers.::

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: Let McCellan, and the others know what were doing. Maybe they can buy us some time. ::Works as quickly and safely as he can.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::Enters a turbolift.:: TL: Deck 3.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
*Ent Kalla* No thanks.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Leaves them to their food, and moves on to other tables.::

Host Robert says:
Action: The third green light comes on.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~: Are you sure that's wise... what with Richmond gone now?

Main_Corjet says:
::Smiles as his heart beats faster.:: Endo: Thats 2... ::Continues cracking the safe.:: And 3...

Friend_Taylor says:
::Bites into the meat and potatoes.:: Waiter: Wonderful! ::Gives the waiter a slip of latinum.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
~ALL:~ Guys, we're on our way to deck 3 and trying to open the safe. If you think you can, buy us more time with Capivani and company.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife~: Well, he did not accept it anyway.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~: Well that solves that problem.

Gorah says:
Gigas: I am going to look for her, but if I run across the guys with your safe I will give them a piece of advice, get their job done faster or else...

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: I will attempt to set of the fire warning systems on Deck 3. Give me a few minutes.

Main_Corjet says:
::Shakes his head, and continues to crack the safe.:: Self: Just a bit more...

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Nods.:: Gorah: I'll stay here with Ginger.

Ent_Kalla says:
~CO~: Understood, sir.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife~: Shall we go and see if we can lure Mr. C out of his cabin? ::Starts walking towards the turbolift.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Smiles.:: Endo: Here we go... ::Reaches and pulls open the door.::

Gorah says:
::Heads towards the door.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Hallelujah!

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: So how is your dinner?

Host CO_Wall says:
::Arrives on Deck 3 after stepping out of the turbolift.::

Host Robert says:
Action: Corjet hears a click and then another fainter click as he opens the safe.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Moves into better position and looks inside.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Sets his tools aside, and looks inside the safe.::

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Just like how my mom makes it at home.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Sits down on the armrest of the chair beside Ginger.::

Gorah says:
::Opens the door and steps out onto the deck.::

Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~: Somehow, I'm not sure it will be necessary.

Ginger says:
::Leans against Gigas.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::He proceeds to the cleaning storage closet and places the bag with the broken glass into the cleaning cart in the closet.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Takes a bit of his potato.:: Taylor: Mine tastes as good as my cooking. ::Remembers how Jerni loved his cooking as well.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife~: All right. ::Enters the turbolift.:: TL: Deck 3. ::Exits on deck 3.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out the papers, and a lock box, and the instructions.:: Endo: Here look through these papers...  I'll see what I can do with this lock box. ::Reads the instructions.::

Gorah says:
::Walks to the turbolift.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: I'm a cook myself. ::Smiles.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Right. ::Takes the papers and starts shuffling through them.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Reads the instructions a second time to get them right.:: Endo: Copy them to your PADD.

Host Robert says:
Action: The papers the bellhop is reading look to be normal invoices.

Gorah says:
::Sees the entertainment director leave the turbolift.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::He leaves for the port side corridor on deck 3 walks into a maintenance room, he pulls out his tricorder to attempt to set off the fire alarm on the Deck 3 pointing to the proper system in the access hatch in the room::

Ginger says:
Gigas: Shouldn't the safe be here by now?

Ent_Kalla says:
::Sees Gorah.::

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: That is great.  My wife used to cook until she had her job.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Starts copying the info on the papers to the PADD.::

Host Robert says:
Action: Wall’s actions fail.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: I used to cook for my wife. ::The smile fades from his face.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Smiles as he sees that these are the instructions for the box in the module.  Pulls out his tricorder and makes a copy of them.:: Endo: We have the key to get into the other box down stairs!  ::Puts everything back.::

Gorah says:
Entertainment_director_kalla: Hey, you work on this ship, right? I am looking for a passenger, a woman, McCellan?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Sees McCellan motioning for a waiter, and heads over to her table.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::Wall types more commands into the tricorder.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Woohoo! Good job!

Ent_Kalla says:
::Nods to Gorah and head for Mr C.'s suite.::

Main_Corjet says:
~PRISM Computer~: Copy all contents of my equipment into memory.

Wife_McCellan says:
Waiter: Is it possible to get Bajoran beverages here?

Host Robert says:
Action: The ship’s computer fries the tricorder and dispatches security to Wall's location.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Finishes copying the contents of the papers and puts them back in the safe.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: Yes Ma'am? What can I do for you?

Main_Corjet says:
::Closes the safe and locks it.:: Self: We've got it!

Host CO_Wall says:
::Damn, he exits quickly and leaves down the corridor.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Sees the CO leave in a hurry.::

Host Robert says:
Action: As Corjet closes the safe he hears another click.

Gorah says:
::Moves to stand in front of entertainment director.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Puts his tools away.::

Host Robert says:
Action: Security stops Wall.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Let's get this to Capivani's quarters and check the other lock box...

Wife_McCellan says:
::Waits on the waiter's answer to her question.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: Yes, we have a wide variety of Bajoran beverages in stock. What would you like?

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: What can I do for you sir?

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: Where do you think you are going?

Main_Corjet says:
::Eyes widen as he hears another click.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Wait...

Gorah says:
Kalla: Where might I find her? I want to ask her a few questions.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: That can't be very good...

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: Who?

Wife_McCellan says:
Waiter: Fruit juice, if I may...

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: What does your wife do?

Main_Corjet says:
::Looks to Endo, and then to the safe.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Takes another bite of the steak.::

Gorah says:
Kalla: A female passenger, McCellan.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: Any particular kind of fruit juice?

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out his tricorder and scans the safe.::

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: To get some help. I saw smoke coming from the room.

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Used to be an administrator at a university, now going to be a mom.

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: ::Looks at him.:: Surely, you do not expect me to keep tabs on all passengers on this ship.

Ginger says:
Gigas: You better open it when it gets here... I have a bad feeling... You think we got robbed?

Host Robert says:
Action: Corjet get nothing just as before.

Wife_McCellan says:
Waiter: One of the sweeter ones.

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: I didn’t like that click... ::Looks to him.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: That’s good, my mother teaches archeology at Star Fleet Academy.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: Very well. We have a very nice Goranna Juice, if that would suit, Madame?

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Gulp.:: Corjet: Me neither...

Host Robert says:
<Security> Wall: That’s not the report we got.  ::Looks at the tricorder.:: Hand over the tricorder.

Gorah says:
Kalla: You keep lists of who participates on activities, here is a slip of latinum if you can answer my question.

Wife_McCellan says:
Waiter: Sounds great.

Gorah says:
Kalla: You like latinum, right?

Ent_Kalla says:
::Raises eyebrow.:: Gorah: Pray, what on Vulcan would I want a bar of latinum for?

Main_Corjet says:
::Wonders what that click was and looks over the safe again.:: Self: Hmm.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Looks past Gorah to the CO.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: I'll be right back, then. ::Goes over to the kitchen, and returns with the juice.:: Here you are, ma'am. Will there be anything else?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: But right now she's in Asia back on Earth doing a dig on Ancient Asian Nomadic tribes.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: We'd better get this to Capivani's quarters.

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Sounds great.

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: Yes ::Here.:: I found this lying on the floor in front of the room in the corridor. Do you know what it is?

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: Exactly what I was thinking...

Wife_McCellan says:
Waiter: Thank you, but not at the moment.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Kicks the turbolift.:: Corjet: All this time it's been heading to deck 3.

Ginger says:
Gigas: It's taking too long! What if they opened it? What if the guys bringing it here are killers or something?

Gorah says:
::Wonders about the staff onboard this ship.::

Host Robert says:
<Security>::Takes the tricorder and examines it.:: Wall: You’re under arrest for attempting arson.

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: You will have to excuse me. I have some business to attend to. ::Tries to walk past Gorah.::

Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: The PRISM Computer has the necessary data to open the Armored box down on deck 42.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
McCellan: Enjoy your drink, and let me know if there'll be anything else ma'am. ::Smiles and heads to another table.::

Gorah says:
Kalla: If you can't help in this matter, where were you going on the VIP deck?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: Now my wife, Jerni, before her disappearance from Earth Station McKinley, was the XO of the Artemis where we served together, and I'm currently the Operations Officer.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::The turbolift opens to deck 3.::

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: What? I am just a cleaning person on this ship, I was on this deck doing just that.

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: To ask your superior on a special tour of the ship. But something has popped up. ::Ducks and passes Gorah.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Puts his tools away, and gets ready to lift the safe.:: Endo: Well...

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: Same here, Operations Officer.

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Here we are. ::Positions himself to lift the safe.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Turns around.:: Gorah: Tell him I will be with him shortly.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Puts the dress on top of it again.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Lifts the safe in time with Endo.::

Gorah says:
::Decides to step back into suite for a moment to confer with Gigas.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Walks briskly towards security personnel.:: Security: Can I help you?

Gorah says:
::Enters suite.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Smiles.:: Ginger: You worry a bit too much.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Forgot how heavy it was, gets a new reminder.::

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: This tricorder is registered to you.  It is the same tricorder that the computer fried while calling us. ::Grabs Wall’s arm.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Grunts hard.:: Endo: This thing is really heavy!

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Does my face look red?

Ginger says:
Gigas: But, but... ohhh!

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: Wow, who'd ever thought that two OPS would be working on this thing together.

Gorah says:
Gigas: I have not found the woman yet, but I ran into the entertainment directors, he would not accept a standard bribe to help look for the woman, very odd.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Walks briskly towards security personnel.:: Security: Can I help you?

Host Robert says:
<Security>Kalla: Negative, official ship’s business.

Main_Corjet says:
::Stifles a giggle and almost drops the safe.:: Endo: Please... ::Grunts as they move the safe to Mr. Capivani’s suite.::

Ent_Kalla says:
Security: Surely, I can see that. I am as you can see an officer on this ship.

Gorah says:
Gigas: She left in a hurry without finishing her self-proclaimed task to ask you to join a tour of the ship.

Friend_Taylor says:
Mac: You never know, you just never know. ::Calls the waiter.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: I need to know if the metabolic stimulator is working... If we arrive in Capivani's quarters looking perfectly fine after taking all this time, it will look suspicious.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Heads over to Taylor's table.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Yes sir?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: But before that, I was on the USS Delphyne as her Engineering Officer.

Main_Corjet says:
::Looks at Endo.:: Endo: I'd say yes!

Host CO_Wall says:
~McCellan~: Serious trouble, I have been caught by security, you are to take over the crew for now.

Host Robert says:
<Security>Kalla: Yes but this is an employee of this cruise ship. This matter does not concern you.

Gorah says:
::Hears a thud outside of the door.::

Wife_McCellan says:
~Wall~: Sir? Are you ok?

Friend_Taylor says:
Waiter: Give me a glass of Orange Juice, Large, 2 degrees.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Frowns.:: Gorah: Do you think we have a lot of assassins or whatever on this ship to kill me?

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: Are you going to come peacefully?

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Thanks. ::Nearly panting having carried this thing for so long.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Right away, sir.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Waiter: Can I get another iced tea?

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wall~: Do you want me to deck them, sir?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: Of course sir. I'll be right back with your drinks.

Ginger says:
::Gets more nervous.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: I don't think we can trust the staff of the ship.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Finally arrives at Capivani's quarters and stops.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Waiter: Thanks.

Host CO_Wall says:
~McCellan~: For now Kalla is here with me trying to help me, I will keep you posted.

Host Robert says:
Action: Mr C. hears the noise outside.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Hears a thud.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Gets up, motions for Gorah to come along and for Ginger to stay where she is.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Wishes he could wipe the sweat from his face, but can’t because of the EVA suit, stops and sets the safe down with Endo.:: Endo: Go ahead and ring the doorbell.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: No, that would do me and you in for sure.

Gorah says:
Gigas: I am going to check the door maybe you and Ginger should stand away from the door.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Wall/Kalla~: Please do, sir. Kalla: If he should get taken notify me.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Nods and pushes the chime thingy.::

Gorah says:
::Goes to door and stands to one side to view hallway.::

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: Fine, let's go.

Gorah says:
Door: Open!

Ent_Kalla says:
Security: I outrank all of you, and I believe it would be best if I took charge of the prisoner.

Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls off his headgear and wipes the massive sweat from his face.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Removes his helmet as well to do the same.::

Host Robert says:
Action: Gorah sees Mr Wall, security and Kalla and sees the late deliver boys arrive with the safe.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: Let’s move this off this deck, before Gigas finds out.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::As the door opens, he looks at the Bellhop and his companion and the safe.:: Corjet/Bellhop: What took you so long?!?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Gestures into the quarters.:: Corjet/Bellhop: Bring it in! ::Doesn't even bother paying attention to what security is doing.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Capivani: So heavy! ::Breathing hard and unevenly.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~Corjet~: Did you manage to crack it?

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Brings Taylor and Mac their drinks.::

Gorah says:
::Sees a commotion at the end of hallway, involving Wall, Kalla, and sec.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Nods and gets ready to lift the safe again.::

Host Robert says:
<Security>Kalla: You outrank me? ::Wonders if Kalla saw the Commander boards on his uniform.:: Since when does the entertainment director outrank head of security?

Main_Corjet says:
::Cringes.:: Capivani: Sorry sir.  But... This safe is heavy.  ::Quickly picks up the safe with Endo.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
~ALL~: What's happening?

Ginger says:
:Moves to peek out the door and sees Wall and the security guard and freaks.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Grunts hard as he and Endo bring the safe in.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Slowly moves into the quarters.::

Ent_Kalla says:
Security: We could of course also discuss this in my office.

Friend_Taylor says:
Waiter: Thanks.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: Take care of Gorah, look behind you down the hall he has spotted us.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Waiter: Thank you.

Main_Corjet says:
::Strains as they hold the safe.:: Capivani: Where would you like this?

Gorah says:
Corjet,Endo: Took you very long, did you look inside? Then repack it?

Host Robert says:
<Security>Kalla: Actually we can discuss it in the brig or you can drop it.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wall~: OK. Then you are on your own.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Friend~: Wall has been taken by security.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Gestures over to a nearby table.::

Main_Corjet says:
Gorah: No sir!  This thing is heavy... ::Points to his EVA suit.:: And we had to move it in these!

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: I’m ready to go. What is the problem?

Gorah says:
::Looks at the two men expecting the usual handout for a tip.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
~Wife~: Oh no, by who?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Endo, Corjet: Leave now.

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife, All~: CO is taken.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Friend~: Security.

Ginger says:
::Rushes over to Gigas and whispers.:: Gigas: There’s security grouped together down the hall!!

Main_Corjet says:
::Cringes a bit, and scurries out the door.::

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: It seems the CO has been taken by security.

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: Hold your horse. ::Looks at Kalla.:: Kalla: Well?

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
~Wife~: For what?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks at Ginger, then turns to Gorah.:: Gorah: Check that out.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Face becomes angry because he won't get a tip and hurries out.::

Ent_Kalla says:
Security: I suppose you are right. I was only trying to keep the VIP deck quiet.

Main_Corjet says:
::Waits outside for Endo and closes the door behind him.::

Friend_Taylor says:
~CO~: Permission to get you out, sir

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Moves over to the safe, inputs the needed codes, watches as the three lights come up, and opens the safe.::

Wife_McCellan says:
::Sighs to herself.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Turns around to Gorah and Capivani.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Overhears Taylor.::

Ginger says:
::Starts pacing the room.::

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: We better get a move on down there... Like NOW! ::Runs to the turbolift.::

Gorah says:
Gigas: Yes, I will. But note those two jokers did not ask for a tip, very odd.

Host Robert says:
<Security>::Leads Wall right past Mr C.’s quarters as he takes him to a crew turbolift.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
Corjet: Right... ::Runs after Randy.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: They knew they didn't deserve a tip after how long it took them.

Gorah says:
::Exits the room and walks up to sec.::

Ent_Kalla says:
::Walks to Capivani's suite.::

Host CO_Wall says:
::Damn security... They don’t know when to quit and move on.::

Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: We’re going to head back down to deck 42 and open the other heavy box. ::Enters the turbolift.:: TL: Deck 42.

Wife_McCellan says:
~All~: Due to Wall's capture I've been ordered to take command from him temporarily.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Checks to see that everything is in order, sees that it is, is about to close it when something catches his eye...::

Ginger says:
::Watches as they pass the door.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::... the door counter: "Hrhm... the door's been opened more than it should have"::

Host Robert says:
<Security>::Leads Mr Wall to the brig.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Wife~: I have a friend on SB 191 in Security who owes me a favor. If you want, I can have him send a message to ship's security identifying Wall as an air marshal?

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Enters with Randy.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Reaches over to a side of the inside of the safe and opens up a window.::

Friend_Taylor says:
~McCellan~: Permission to get the CO out, sir.

Gorah says:
::Observes the sec taking a man into custody.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Exits the turbolift and enters deck 42.:: Endo: We have to work fast!

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: This is a mistake on your part.

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::In that window is a screen of some sort, he starts pressing buttons, and activates the camera which always records the inside of the safe::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Nods.:: Corjet: They definitely suspect something.

Ent_Kalla says:
Gorah: As you can see we have a very effective security force on this ship.

Gorah says:
::Follows in the background.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Wife~: At least that way they should let him go, after some brief bogus charge for cover purposes.

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: I am sure the video surveillance will show the truth. That and the computer logs.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Waiter~: Can you do it?

Ginger says:
::Watches over Gigas' shoulder.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Fast forwards through hours of darkness, then, suddenly, there is a blast of bright light as the doors open...::

Gorah says:
::Grunts in Kalla's direction.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Sighs and shakes his head, pulls out his PADD and tricorder and hurries to Mr. Capivani's module.  Stops and deactivates his alarm.::

Ginger says:
::Bites lip.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Follows Corjet waiting anxiously.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Wife~: Sure. If you say "Go" I'm on it.

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: You all want to retain your jobs? I suggest you don’t pursue this and act like this was just a false alarm.

Ent_Kalla says:
::Looks at the scene. It does not seem to be the time for the proposal for a tour.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Two men in EVA suits are on screen... through the glass of one helmet he can see the face of the man, Corjet, the other person he cannot identify.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Stops a moment.:: Endo: Go secure all entries to this deck.

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: I am doing my job.

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Nods and secures everything and comes back.::

Main_Corjet says:
Endo: Make it seem like a problem if you can. ::Turns and opens the module and then quickly goes to the safe.::

Gorah says:
::Observes the sec and maintenance guy  discussing release.::

Main_Corjet says:
::Uses the instructions to open the safe.::

Host Robert says:
<Security>::Arrives at the brig and toss Wall into a cell.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Continues serving tables and trying to act like there's nothing wrong.::

Wife_McCellan says:
~Waiter~: Negative... we can't risk blowing cover again...

Ginger says:
::Sighs.:: Gigas: Another one!

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Stands up angrily.:: *Gorah* Gorah! Those twerps who brought us the safe broke into it!

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Wife~: Understood.

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: You have no idea what you’re dealing with.

Gorah says:
::Observes that the man is put in a cell and leaves to return to deck 3 suite.::

Wife_McCellan says:
~Waiter~: Thank you.

Gorah says:
::Arrives on deck 3, outside of suite.::

Gorah says:
::Enters the suite.::

Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Wife~: Sure... need another drink yet?

Ginger says:
::Curled up in a chair.::

Wife_McCellan says:
~Waiter~ Not yet...

Gorah says:
Gigas: Somebody entered your safe? Note a maintenance guy was put in the brig.

Gorah says:
Gigas: Anything missing? Were you robbed?

Host Robert says:
<Security>Wall: And who would that be?

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: No. From the looks of it they were checking the papers and box and stuff. They took nothing... which is ... odd.

Host CO_Wall says:
~Kalla~: I am in the brig, get the names of the security officers.

Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Delivers something really nasty to a Ferengi table.::

Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: Do assassins normally check the belongings of their target? ::Confused.::

Ent_Kalla says:
~CO~: Understood.

Ginger says:
Gigas: No... but people looking for evidence does...

Gorah says:
Gigas: I have to wonder if they might be trying to look into your other belongings, perhaps sabotage your personal effects.

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: Suppose I would to say I was SFI, and I can have you guys plucked from this ship with no trace.

Ginger says:
Gigas: You think they are after Merley?

Bellhop_Endo says:
::Goes back to all the entries and shorts them out instead to make it look natural.::

Host CO_Wall says:
Security: Your careers would be over.

Gorah says:
Gigas: Some assassins try to get into mind of target by examining their personal items. They think is an art to kill persons.

Host Robert says:
<Security>::Looks at Wall and laughs.:: Wall: SFI... good one! Got any ID?

Ent_Kalla says:
~Wife~: I suggest we have someone up here to monitor activities.

Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Finishes his dinner.::

Host Robert says:
Action: Corjet arrives at the module.

Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~: Kalla, I can head back to my quarters. They're on the same deck.

Host Robert says:
########## Pause Mission ############

